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Name: _key_
please type or print your name

EE-WEB Exam No. 1 (100pts.)
General Remarks
Do not use back of the pages for answers. The back side of this test will not be graded. Attach
more pages if necessary. Open books, open handwritten and printed notes. Sorry no computers.

DL: __ ERR: __ PTS: __ WTL: __
Problem Set 1 – HTML 4.01
Problem 1a (10pts.)
Some HTML tags must always come in pairs begin tag-end tag (for example: <a href=“...”...>...</a>),
some tags have optional end tags (i.e. inferred, for example <p ...>...</p> <li ...>...</li>),
and some do not have end tags at all (for example <meta ...> or <link ...> or <input ...>).
Please provide names of at least three tags other than listed above that do not have an end tag in HTML 4.01:
<img…> <br> <hr…> <button…>
<!-- If you do not remember any from your head, go through the textbook chapter 3
(pages 14-58) and check one by one. You will find also: -->
<area> <base> <basefont> <bgsound> <col> <colgroup> <input> <isindex> <link> <meta>
<spacer> <tfoot> <thead> <wbr>

Problem 1b (10pts.)
In HTM 3.2 all tag and attribute names are not case-sensitive.
In XHTML 1.0 all tag and attribute names are case-sensitive, and lowercase characters must be used.
What about HTML 4.01 STRICT?
Answer: The tag name
IS / IS NOT case-sensitive
<!-- In any version of HTML tags are not case sensitive. They are only in XHTML.
(XHTML also requires closing each tag.) -->
Answer: The tag attribute name IS / IS NOT case-sensitive
<!-- In any version of HTML tags attributes are not case sensitive. They are only
in XHTML. -->

Problem 1c (10pts.)
What will a Web browser display if it encounters the following code in a body of a Web page. Please pay attention to
capitalization, font size, and underlining
<h1>A&lt;u&gt;B&lt;/u&gt;C</h1>
A

<

u

>

B

<

/

u

>

C

<!--In HTML &name; is a way to print special symbosl and characters as text instead
of interpreting them as commands. See also Chapter 7 (pages 81-86) -->
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Problem 1d (5pts.)
While browsing the HTML specification you can see <font...>...</font> tag. Use of that tag, however, is
deprecated as of HTML 4.01 STRICT. Explain what is used instead of that tag for text formatting.
Cascading Style Sheets should be used instead. For example:
<span style=”local_style_definitions”> … </span> or
<span class=”user_defined_style_name”> … </span>
User can define styles using <style> … </style> tags.
<!-- See also Chapter 9 (pages 91-108). -->

Problem Set 2 – JavaScript
Problem 2a (10pts.)
Is JavaScript a case-sensitive language: keywords, variables?
Answer: The JavaScript keywords ARE / ARE NOT case-sensitive
<!-- // They are al lowercase. See also Chapter 11, page 178. -->
Answer: The JavaScript variables ARE / ARE NOT
<!-- // See also Chapter 11, page 178. -->

case-sensitive

Problem 2b (10pts.)
Explain briefly how is it possible to run a JavaScript instruction or function call when a user leaves a Web page? Show a
very short fragment of HTML+JavaScript code to illustrate your answer.
<body onunload=”javascript_code_or_function_call;” …>
<!-- // See also textbook pages 11-12 or page 209, and examples discussed in class.
You have used it in your homework assignment. -->

Problem 2c (15pts.)
In JavaScript: propose two ways to access an image embedded in a Web page. Assume that it is the only image on the Web
page. Please provide HTML code fragment that displays image A.gif (32x32 pixels) and two different JavaScript code
fragment that changes that image to B.gif?

Static HTML Code for the image
<img name=”myImage” src=”A.gif” height=”32” width=”32” alt=”A” />
<!-- // You must specify the image size in HTML to ensure that the dynamic image
replacemnt would work. -->

JavaScript version 1: (hint: use “legacy” Document Object)
document.images[0].src=”B.gif”;
<!-- // page 206, and briefly mentioned in class -->

JavaScript version 2:
document.myImage.src=”B.gif”;
<!-- //examples in class and on the course Web page -->
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Problem Set 3 – Java
Problem 3a (10pts.)
The program listed below was run by typing the following command in the console window:
java Test one two three
The program source code listed below was saved into file called “Test.java” and is already compiled. There were no
compilation errors.
public class Test
{
public static void main(String A[])
{
if (A.length>0)
{
for (int i=0; i<A.length; i++)
System.out.println(A[i]);
}
}
}
Please specify either what did the program print or what sort of error message did the compiler print in the grid lines below.
o
t
t

n
w
h

e
o
r

e

e
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Problem 3b (10pts.)
What number is printed to the standard output when the program below is run?
public class Test
{
public static void main(String A[])
{
Record K = new Record();
K.a=21;
FN1(K);
System.out.println("K.a="+K.a);
}
public static void FN1(Record X)
{
X.a=31;
FN2(X.a);
}
public static void FN2(int a)
{
a=41;
}
}
class Record
{
public int a = 11;
}
/*
Output:
K.a= _31_
*/
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Problem 3c (10pts.)
Please complete the program output. (The question actually is what are the values of all elements of the array B in the end?)
public class Test {
public static void main(String S[]) {
int r, c;
int s=0;
int A[][] = new int[2][3];
int B[][] = new int[2][3];
for (r=0; r<A.length; r++)
for (c=0; c<A[r].length; c++) {
A[r][c]=s; s++;
}
B[0]=A[1]; B[1]=A[0];
PR("A", A);
PR("B", B);
for (c=0; c<A[0].length; c++) {
A[0][c]=s; s++;
}
PR("A", A);
PR("B", B);
}
private static void PR(String name, int X[][]) {
System.out.println(name+":");
for (int r=0; r<X.length; r++) {
for (int c=0; c<X[r].length; c++)
System.out.print(" "+X[r][c]);
System.out.println();
}
System.out.println();
}
}
/*
A:
0 1 2
3 4 5
B:
3 4 5
0 1 2
A:
6 7 8
3 4 5
B:
_3_

_4_

_5_

_6_

_7_

_8_

*/

